ISGS-Events which will be translated in German Sign Language (DGS)
Date

Time

Talk/ Event

Sunday,
25.07.2010

17:3018:30

Kendon: "Accounting for gesture as component of
utterance: an evolutionary approach"

Monday,
26.07.2010

09:0010:00
10:0011:00
15:0016:00

Streeck: "Gesturecraft: a practice perspective"

17:3018:00
19:00
Tuesday
27.07.2010

Wednesday
28.07.2010

Goldin-Meadow: "How our hands help us think"
Session 4: "Sign Language I"
1. Dotter: "Cognitive strategies, gestures, and sign
languages: Examples from lexical iconicity"
2. Janzen/ Schaffer: "Joint attention and shifting –
spatial reference points in ASL"
Fischer/ Kollien: "Constructed action and enactment
in explanations of meaning (DGS und German) "
Reception at the city hall

09:0010:00
10:0011:00
13:3018:00

Wilcox: "Language in motion"

09:0010:00

Goldenberg: "Apraxia and the neural basis of
gesturing"

Call: "Iconicity, reference and motives in the gestural
communication of great apes"
Session 1: "Pointing practices"
1. Haviland: "Clines of motivation: Pointing as
grammar in Zinacantec family homesign"
2. Rodrigues: "Pointing at objects, people, and
locations in Portuguese face-to-face-interactions:
Gesture families vs. elements pointed at, cospeech, and interpersonal expectations"
3. De Vos: "Pointing regulated by the grammatical
category of person in the village sign language
Kata Kolok"
4. Cooperrider: "Pointing to the self: Metonymy and
iconicity in body-directed gestures"
5. Edwards: "Pointing as Ostensive Referential
practice in the Seattle deaf-blind community"
6. Floyd: "Pointing at the time of day in Nheengatú:
Gesture and the verb phrase"
7. Rutkowski: "Pointing gesture as a syntactic
element"
8. Johnston: "Degree, not kind: Non-lexicalized
points are symbolic indexicals regardless of
whether they occur in the composite utterances of
spoken languages or signed languages"

13:3015:30

Session 2, Panel "The conventionalization of talking
about space with space"
1. Özyürek/ Perniss/ Zwitserlood:
"Conventionalization of spatial representation in
the visual-spatial modality: From pantomime to
sign language"
2. Marshall/ Morgan: "Breaking into sign language:
The gestural and visuo-spatial properties of
classifier constructions in BSL aid their
acquisition by adult hearing learners"
3. Kegl/ Morgan: "Attempts at expressing verb
agreement in older Nicaraguan home signers:
limits on the system?"
4. Coppola: "Communicating about number without
language model: Linguistic devices for number
are robust"

Thursday,
29.07.2010

09:0010:00
10:0017:00

Friday,
30.07.2010

09:0010:00

Cienki: "Language as variably multimodal
phenomenenon"
Session 5: "The shared roots of gesture and Sign:
Evidence from children’s co-speech gestures"
1. Sekine/ Congestrie/ Pettenati/ Volterra:
"Production of representational gestures in Italian
and Japanese children"
2. Morgan/ Woll: "Types and forms of gestures
produced by children ages between 2 and 3 years
within a naming task: Cross linguistic and cross
cultural differences"
3. Volterra/ Woll: "The shared roots of gestures and
sign: Evidence from children’s co-speech
gestures"
4. Pettenati/ Congestrie/ Stefanini/ Rinaldi/
Volterra: "Co-speech gestures in naming tasks by
Italian children: Form and function"
5. Schembri/ Fenlon/ Rentelis: "Sociolinguistic
variation in the 1 handshape in BSL: Pointing vs.
non-pointing signs"
6. Emmorey/ Lucien/ Petrich: "Sensitivity to
temporal asynchronies for co-speech gestures and
for ASL-English code blends"
7. Danthanavanich/ Peoungpaka: "Two-action
predicates in Thai sign language"
8. Sharma:” "Handedness discrepancies in Deaf
signers with Stokoe: Looking at signing,
fingerspelling, and gesturing skills in BSL"
9. Adamczyk: "Deaf culture in Poland in the light of
American paradigm of deaf culture: Cultural
identity of Polish deaf people and their self –
awareness of language and cultural diversity"
Posner: "The intentionality of body behavior"
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